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Abstract
The anesthesiologic community is a very busy and active group in creating new and interesting Internet sites. In order to keep up with the daily upgraded and newly added anesthesia sites on the Net we surf again and again through the same and through new sites as soon we hear about them. In this section we would like to point out some outstanding sites. You might already know them. If not, just surf by and enjoy them as we did. We will update this section every 3 month.

If you have a new site you would like to tell us about, just send us a little note with the URL of the site. Send it to wenker@ispub.com.

And now we are proud to present: THE PICK OF THE NET January to March 2000 is:

http://www.theanswerpage.com/anesthesiology/

The Answer Page/Anesthesiology is an educational resource for the anesthesia professional. This site features daily questions and peer reviewed and referenced answers prepared by Harvard Medical School Clinical Faculty.

Please surf by and check it out!
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